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Driving the Future of Children
In 2010, Oak Harbor Public Schools started converting 
its school buses to propane autogas.  The Whidbey 
Island-based fleet currently operates 53 school buses to 
transport 3,500 students every week. 

The switch to propane autogas stemmed from an interest 
in finding a greener fuel that safeguards the health of the 
young people the buses transport. “My goal is to replace 
all my buses with cleaner, efficient options and, most of 
all, reduce our carbon footprint,” says Francis Bagarella, 
Transportation Director (and, unofficially, “precious 
cargo specialist”) for the school district. Bagarella cites 
the fact that the Oak Harbor’s buses travel across most 
of Whidbey Island, so creating less pollution (and noise) 
benefits the entire community.  

After seven years of transition, the district now owns 19 
propane-fueled school buses and expects to replace 
its entire fleet by 2025.  Although Oak Harbor Public 
Schools is only switching out two or three buses a year, 
the fuel and maintenance savings from each new propane 
autogas bus allows the school district to put aside enough 
money to fund the next bus purchase.

OAK HARBOR PUBLIC  
SCHOOLS FLEET FACTS
19 propane autogas school buses 

$35K in annual fuel savings from 
switching its fleet to propane autogas

Pop quiz: why are more school districts making the shift to propane autogas as 
their fuel of choice for school buses? Answer: Propane autogas is scoring top 
marks with schools due to its wide availability and low costs compared to diesel 
or gasoline. Propane saves schools money, allowing them to dedicate more of 
their budget towards what really matters: educating the next generation. 

Clean-burning propane autogas also improves air quality and protects the 
health of children who ride the bus to and from school. That’s ultimately what 
prompted Oak Harbor Public Schools to get on board with propane. 



How Do They Do It? 
Oak Harbor Public School’s transportation team informed the local school board and leadership that making the switch 
to propane autogas was the right way to go. One of the biggest components was showing the savings in maintenance 
and service versus the cost of continuing business as usual. Highlighting the benefits of propane helped the school board 
approve the switch. School board officials even went on rides in school buses fueled by propane and diesel to better 
understand the fuels and how it impacts the riding and driving experience. “It’s a no-brainer for us to convert our aging 
fleet with a cleaner, more efficient propane bus,” explains Bagarella.

The school district has successfully obtained over $100,000 in grants from the state and federal government to help offset 
the incremental cost of the propane buses. By utilizing grants, incentive programs, and other rebates from bus and fuel 
providers, Oak Harbor Public Schools is able to increase its savings and leverage any additional funds to help them convert 
its fleet as quickly as possible.

Annual Maintenance Costs Per School Bus
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Oak Harbor Public Schools is consistently recognized as a leader 
in alternative fueled-buses in the state of Washington. Numerous 
other school districts now reach out to Oak Harbor for guidance 
as they begin to deploy propane autogas in their own fleets. The 
school district also received the Northwest Clean Air Agency’s 
Platinum Clean Air Award in 2017. The Platinum Award is the 
Agency’s highest honor for actions that protect public health and 
improve air quality. 

The biggest surprise after starting the transition to propane, 
according to Bagarella, has been the response from drivers and 
the public. Drivers love the propane-powered buses because 
they are much quieter than their diesel counterparts. This allows 
drivers to be more focused and keep children safer. The buses 
also have little to no downtime for repair or maintenance, which 
means they are quickly back on the road. 

Parents and community members, and leaders also appreciate 
that students are breathing cleaner air.   

Oak Harbor Public Schools saves over 
$700 in maintenance and service 
costs for each school bus they switch 
to propane autogas. 

Diesel school buses also have 
additional expenses, like engine 
sensors which periodically need to 
be replaced. Each sensor can cost as 
much as $250. 

DEF: Diesel Exhaust Fluid 

DPF: Diesel Particulate Filter


